Whatever your destination...

On the PATH Map
Squares represent buildings.
The Green Line represents links between
and through buildings.
Colours represent the four points of the compass –
north (blue), south (red), east (yellow), and west (orange).

H represents hotel.
C represents cultural building.
S represents sports venue.
☆ represents tourist attraction

PATH Marker
Signs ranging from
free-standing outdoor pylons
to door decals identify entrances
to the walkway.

In many elevators there is
a small PATH logo mounted
beside the button for the floor
leading to the walkway.

Next Destination
PATH directional signs tell you
which building you’re in and the
next building you’ll be entering.
The arrow is one of the PATH
compass colours: blue (north),
red (south), yellow (east), or
orange (west).

Street Name
Street names are identified
as you walk under them.

Compass
Which way is north?
These ceiling-mounted compasses have colour-coded
arrows pointing N-S-E-W.

Accessibility
This symbol indicates an
alternative route for people
with disabilities whenever a
flight of stairs lies ahead.

Welcome to PATH –
Toronto’s Downtown Walkway
linking 28 kilometres of under­
ground shopping, services and entertainment

Visiting a client? Shopping for a gift? Attending a sports event?
Taking in a movie? Catching the subway? Follow the PATH and you’ll
reach your downtown destination easily in weatherproof comfort.

Signs and maps displaying the
multi-coloured PATH logo show
you where to enter the walkway,
direct you to where you want to
go, and keep you on track until
you get there.

Arrows, colour-coded to North,
South, East and West, point you
in the right direction.

For information and copies of this map:
City of Toronto, Economic Development & Culture
Small Business & Local Partnerships
Michael Saunders, PATH Manager
(416) 392-1005

Michael Saunders, PATH Manager
Small Business & Local Partnerships
City of Toronto, Economic Development & Culture
(416) 392-1005
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